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Building Capacity:
Leading and Coaching
Collective Teacher Efficacy
John Antonetti
Colleagues on Call
JohnAntonetti
Leadership Team &
Fabulous Sea Turtles of Burgess Elementary School

The Leaders
•
•
•
•
•
•

Samantha Coy, Principal
Marti Hancock, Instructional Coach
Jimmy Ellis, 2nd Grade Teacher
Marcie Ellerbe, 4th Grade Teacher
Allison Gafford, Kindergarten Teacher
Angie Hager Smith, Assistant Principal

The Learner

The Learning
• 17,124 Classrooms
• Engagement: When the learning has meaning
• Cognitive Engagement:
When learners Make Meaning

• Where can I see this fully implemented?
Who’s at your table?

Effect on Achievement over time?
The Learning:
John Antonetti
stalks
John Hattie

Typical
Effect
Size

0 .20 .40
Decreased

Zero

1.0
Enhanced
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Effect on Student Achievement

• from very positive effects to very negative
effects on student achievement.

• average effect size of all the interventions he
studied was 0.40.

• 0.40 = hinge point
• “What works best in education?”

Collective Teacher Efficacy
Effect Size: 1.57

• A staff ’s shared belief that through their
collective action, they can positively influence
student outcomes, including those who are
disengaged and or/disadvantaged.

Cognitive Task Analysis

Micro Teaching

Effect Size: 1.29

Effect Size: .88

• is a type of Task analysis aimed at

• a practice (often in laboratory settings) that

understanding tasks that require a lot
of cognitive activity from the user, such as
decision-making, problem-solving, memory,
attention and judgement.

typically involves teachers conducting (mini-)
lessons to a small group of students, and then
engaging in a post-discussion about the
lessons

2014-2015

Our Goal
•
•
•
•

Collective Teacher Efficacy (d=1.57)
Cognitive Task Analysis

(d=1.29)

Micro-Teaching

(d=.88)

Planning and Prediction

(d=.79)

Year 1
“Survive and Don’t Mess up Burgess!”
• New Team
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2014-2015

2015

Year 1 “So much has changed!”
• New Team
• CWT
• Staff Push Back

Summer 1 “ad nauseum!”
• Putting our voices in each other’s heads so we could
not split up and do the work

• Strategic Planning for Professional
Development-mapped out by the leadership
team

“That lady from the
district…”

• Redefining Leadership Team Roles
Team Building

2015-2016

2015-2016

Year 2
“Did you look without seeing?”
• Strategic Planning for Professional

Year 2
“Did you look without seeing?”
• Begin to grow Lead Teachers

Development

• Moving the work to everybody

• Maximizing Leadership Team
• Ropes course

2015-2016

Year 2
“Did you look without seeing?”
• Explore a deeper focus on standards
• A relentless focus on keeping the work
the work

• From the fidelity of a program to
standards-driven instruction

Our Goal
•
•
•
•

Collective Teacher Efficacy (d=1.57)
Cognitive Task Analysis

(d=1.29)

Micro-Teaching

(d=.88)

Planning and Prediction

(d=.79)

Inspection of Plan
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2016

Leadership applications

Summer 2 “Let us see it!

• goo.gl/fwfuFY 2016-17 summer conference
• goo.gl/CbUwbH Learning Forward 2018

• Establishing Teacher Leader Committees by Initiative
• Kagan Engagement Practices

• Shifting ALL to standards-driven planning in Literacy

• Rubric:

Leadership Application

2016

Inspection of Best Practices
Summer 2 “Let us see it!
• Demonstration Teaching
Academy
• A week of best practices
in practice

• K-5 Teachers with

“summer classes” pulled
for the purpose of
providing live examples

• Lead Teachers

Today’s Focus:
Community
Recorder: Writes the responses
Single words
No repeats
Skips, but no passes
# of people = number of ideas

Today’s Focus:
Cognitive Community
Recorder: Writes the new responses
Single words
No repeats
Skips, but no passes
# of people = number of ideas
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Today’s Focus:
Cognitive Community

This afternoon’s Classroom Visits
How does the room support a
cognitive community?
Be prepared to tell what you
saw, and how it meshes with
your group definition of
cognitive
community

Synthesize/Summarize a definition
of “cognitive community”…
in sentence form…
using exactly 20 words.

Today’s Classroom Visit

DTA
Reflection:

How did the teachers build
cognitive community?
What did she/he learn about
the students from the tasks?

Inspection of lesson

Collective Teacher Efficacy

Collective Teacher Efficacy
and Learning Walks

Effect Size: 1.57

Effect Size: 1.57

• A staff ’s shared belief that through their

We cannot change our practice if we cannot truly
SEE what we already do and what we might do
instead

collective action, they can positively influence
student outcomes, including those who are
disengaged and or/disadvantaged.

-Dr. Jim Garver (ASCD 2013)

Vision trumps all other senses
-Dr. John Medina (brain rules 2008)
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What is your experience with
learning walks and Collective
Teacher Efficacy
• Fold the Line

2016-2017

Year 3
“I am not a lab rat!”
• Continuing
strategic
planning for PD

Reflection and Sharing

2016-2017

2016-2017

Year 3
“I am not a lab rat!”
• Continuing strategic planning for PD
• Teacher Leader Committees by Initiative
• Kagan Engagement Structures
• John’s Demo Lessons

Year 3
“I am not a lab rat!”
• Continuing
strategic
planning
for PD

(consortium schools)

• Learning Walk

2016-2017

Year 3
“I am not a lab rat!”
• Continuing strategic planning for PD
• Learning Walks

The Learning of Learning Walks
•
•
•
•
•
•

Focus on learners (on task)
Always talk to learners
First Rounds: Simply to describe the task
Second Rounds: To find value in task
Third Rounds: To analyze task
Fourth Rounds: To exercise the +1 practice
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Let’s Walk!
•
•
•
•

Let’s Walk
• For Rigor

Just to talk…
What are you doing? (Task)
What are you learning by doing this task?
How would you use this outside of school?
First Impressions

Using the Rigor Divide

Let’s Walk
• For Rigor

Rigor and Reflection

Let’s Walk
• For Rigor
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2016-2017

2016-2017

Year 3
“What are your students going to do?”
• Expecting the planning and execution of

Year 3
“What are your students going to do!”
• Continuing strategic planning for PD

rigorous, standards-based tasks in ALL areas
• Rigor Divide
• Kagan Engagement Structures

2016-2017

Year 3
“Please don’t make us do that!”

Are you thinking or processing?
• PIES model
• What do you notice without the structure?
• What do you notice with the structure?

• Coaching and Leadership:
• What is needed?
• What coaching do we need? Planning?
Co-teaching? Demo lessons (teacher choice)

• If not working, talk to me about that?
• Administrator hat if necessary
PIES (Marti)

2017

2017-2018

Summer 3 “It’s what we do”
• Embedded practices continue naturally
• Teacher leadership teams for all focus areas
• Teacher leaders train the staff on engagement
structures

• The Burgess Professional Development Cycle

Year 4
Tara: “We’ve always done it this way!”
• Continuing strategic planning for PD
• Critical Conversations!
• Standards-driven
planning of rigorous
daily tasks

• Mapping out PD plans by semester
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2017-2018

2017-2018

Year 4
John to Allison:
“Is that they way you’ve always done it?”

Year 4
Tara: “We’ve always done it this way!”
• Continuing strategic planning for PD
• Critical Conversations!
• Standards-driven
planning of rigorous
daily tasks
Planning Segment:
Inspect for rigor, PIES engagement

2017-2018

Year 4
Tara: “We’ve always done it this way!”
• No longer “pockets of excellence”
• Constant, specific feedback
• Individually
• Grade level
• School-wide

But was it easy to
get here?

2018
A continuum as reflection

Spring and Summer 4
“It’s the write thing to do.”

Let’s check ourselves
•
•
•
•

• John suggested that Burgess was ready to go deep

Collective Teacher Efficacy (d=1.57)
Cognitive Task Analysis

(d=1.29)

Micro-Teaching

(d=.88)

Planning and Prediction

(d=.79)

least

with student writing

• Researching writing possibilities
• Visiting schools
• Selecting and negotiating curriculum
most

Of these 4 impact factors, which have you
“heard the least” to “heard the most”
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2018-2019

Year 5
“What would you
do with a chance?”

• Flipped PD in writing
• Permission with
autonomy

• The Burgess Culture
Jimmy as newbie,
Closure: What would you do
with a chance?
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The Leaders and Learners
• John Antonetti, Colleagues on Call
• Samantha Coy, Principal
• Marti Hancock, Instructional Coach
• Jimmy Ellis, 2nd Grade Teacher

anton24_7@msn.com
scoy@horrycountyschools.net
mhancock@horrycountyschools.net

Session
Reflection and
Feedback

goo.gl/u9Qr8g
Session 1324

jellis@horrycountyschools.net

• Marcie Ellerbe, 4th Grade Teacher

mellerbe@horrycountyschools.net

• Allison Gafford, Kindergarten Teacher

agafford@horrycountyschools.net

@JohnAntonetti

• Angie Hager Smith, Assistant Principal asmith002@horrycountyschools.net
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